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2 H. Rotschi, Cahiers du Centre recherche etude oceanog. (Paris) , No. 4, pp. 2-22, 1951. 8E. Goldberg, J. Geol., 62, 249-265, 1954. 4 K. Rankama and T. G. Sahama, Geochemritry (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1950 (1) . Since X is a characteristic vector belonging to the root w, it follows that xi, x2, . . ., x. are a solution of the system of linear equations n (c -ax)x) = E axx,, (X = 1,2,. .., n). (9) From the Kth of these equations forK K r we obtain 1w.-a.1~Ixr X-15P-1xrl;
hence, since co is a point of R, d,, (orh rem is p for, . =
By formulas (6) and (10) our theorem is proved for v = 1 VOL. 41, 1955 163 We now assume that the theorem is already proved for v -1; hence, by relation (8), lxxi _ trxA XrI (X = 1 2,..., n; X r r). (11) Substituting relation (11) in the Kth of equations (9) Let us denote the circle (12) belonging to R by G(R). Then we have proved THEOREM 2. Each characteristic root of A whose rth co-ordinate of a characteristic vector is the absolute greatest and which lies in R must lie in the intersection of R and G(R). If this intersection is empty, then R does not contain such a root.
Theorem 2 can sometimes be used to compute a characteristic root as accurately as needed by excluding more and more regions which cannot contain characteristic roots.
Let R be the circle (2). Assume that at least one of the elements of the rth row of A, say, arx, is different from 0 and that the circle (4) has no point in common with.
(2). Then arT -a Ki >Pr+ PK, dK= |Iar aKC| -rP>PK.
